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Florida Poetry (Paperback)
By Campbell McGrath

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Part fable, part diatribe, part elegy, part love song, this extraordinary
fifth collection by Campbell McGrath makes poetry of the most unlikely of materials -- his home
state of Florida. While at times poignantly personal, McGrath also returns for the first time to the
characteristically comic and visionary public voice displayed in the renowned Bob Hope Poem.
Moving effortlessly from prehistory to the space age, he catalogues Florida s natural wonders and
historical figureheads, from Ponce de Leon to Walt Disney, William Bartram to Chuck E. Cheese -the bewhiskered Mephistopheles of ring toss, /the diabolical vampire of our transcendent ideals. In
the brilliant sociohistorical monologue of The Florida Poem, McGrath employs the Fountain of
Youth as a mythic symbol for both the tragic consequences of a society built on greed and cultural
erasure and the diverse human potential, which must become the fountain/for any communal
future we might dare imagine. Place-bound and tightly focused, Campbell McGrath s message is
nonetheless universal, as his penetrating vision of Florida is also a vision of America -- its history
and hopes, failings and fulfillments, and the...
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Reviews
This sort of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking forward and a lot more. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a worth reading
through. I found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Chr istopher K oz ey
Certainly, this is the greatest work by any author. It can be writter in easy words and phrases rather than confusing. I am just happy to let you know that
this is actually the greatest ebook we have study inside my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Tr ent Mona ha n
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